We used our I CAN power to ensure safety in our school. We felt unsafe because of the environment outside and we wanted protect ourselves. This is our journey. Which of the solutions would you try?

- Nobody follows any traffic rules and there aren't even proper traffic signs on the road!
  - Chila

- We have to walk up a dangerous mountain path to reach school everyday and it's very slippery at times.
  - Ragaytung Primary School
  - Chukka, Bhutan

- There are exposed drains nearby. Its high risk for us who are playing. Plastic containers cause the blockage!
  - India

- Our school wall isn't secure, and thieves and vandals keep coming in and students keep leaving!
  - Epworth High School
  - Zimbabwe

What if we felt safe, secure and protected from the outside word in our school?

- Held demonstrations to bring the issue out
- Raised funds to get sign posts fixed, zebra crossings drawn from the local authorities
- Included teachers and parents, and rewarded responsible behaviour
- Did press releases to spread the story
- Rallied the community members for funds
- Cleaned up the path to ensure safety in future.
- Called in experts to teach them how to work with bamboo
- Invited parents and community members to help with the process
- Built the fence!
- Tidied the surroundings
- Collected old glass bottles
- Made shards and cemented them on top of the wall

Using the FIDS formula, we made our school a safe and secure.

WHAT WILL YOUR STORY OF CHANGE BE?